For information propagation on social networks, one key problem is inferring propagation probability, i.e., the probability that one piece of information is propagated from one individual to the other. Existing methods mainly address this problem in a pair-wise manner, determining the propagation probability among pairs of individuals. This over-represented manner makes them suffer severe overfitting problem for pair of individuals without observed interactions, and thus limits their prediction accuracy. In this paper, instead of inferring the pair-wise propagation probability, we learn two low-rank vectors for each individual, representing its influence and susceptibility respectively. Based on this concise representation, we propose a probabilistic model to effectively learn individuals influence and susceptibility from the log of information cascades. We evaluate the performance of our method on the dataset from the largest social media in China, and show that our method outperforms existing methods at inferring propagation probability.
Introduction
Social media is revolutionizing the dissemination of information, with its great ease in information delivery, access and filtering. Different from conventional media, information propagation in social media proceeds along social relationships among individuals. Therefore, for the modeling of information propagation on social networks, one key problem is inferring the interpersonal influence between individuals, which is fundamental to influence maximization [11] , social recommendation, and viral marketing [12] .
Existing studies mainly aim to determine the propagation probability of information among individuals, based on the structure of social network, the record of information cascade, and demographic characteristics of individuals. Kempe et al. [11] implemented the independent cascade model for information propagation, assuming a uniform propagation probability or a degree-modulated propagation probability. Goyal et al. [7] learned the propagation probability for independent cascade model, taking the structure of social network and the log of information cascade as inputs.
Saito et al. [16] estimated the propagation probability by exploiting demographic characteristics and continuous time delay. Taken together, these methods work in a pair-wise manner, i.e., they learn the propagation probability among pairs of individuals. As a result, these methods suffer two main problems: (1) Overrepresented: for n individuals, they have to determine the propagation probability among n 2 pairs of individuals; (2) Overfitting: for the pair of individuals without observed interactions, these methods take the propagation probability as 0 and hence cannot predict the future interaction among them.
To address the problems suffered from existing methods, we propose a concise model of interpersonal influence, employing two low-rank vectors to characterize the influence and susceptibility of each individual respectively. With this model, the probability that one individual forwards a piece of information is determined by the product between active neighbors' influence vectors and its susceptiblity vector. The benefits of our model are three-fold: (1) It could model the interpersonal influence between any two individuals using the influence and susceptibility vectors, no matter whether they have direct interactions in the past or not; ( 2) It could model the cumulative effect of multiple exposures in information propagation, a capability missing in existing models; (3) This model is applicable to both the scenarios with explicit social network and the scenarios with implicit social network, since it only requires the observed information cascade for training.
We further design efficient algorithms to learn the influence and susceptibility vectors by training our model with information cascades as inputs. We finally evaluate the effectiveness of our model on the dataset from Sina Weibo, the largest social media in China. Experimental results demonstrate that our model consistently outperforms existing methods at inferring propagation probability. The main contributions in this paper are highlighted as follows:
• We formulate the problem of inferring propagation probability into a problem of learning the influence and susceptibility vectors, a concise representation of interpersonal influence. This provides us the power to characterize the propagation probability between any pair of individuals.
• Modeling the propagation probability as a function of the total influence from the active neighbors of one individual, we contribute a way to characterize the cumulative effect of multiple exposures in information propagation.
• We design effective algorithm to learning the influence and susceptibility of individuals, providing intuitive understanding of interpersonal influence. The learned influence and susceptibility are useful to further analyze the potential confounding factors of social influence.
Related Works.
Studies on information propagation can be roughly classified into three categories: empirical analysis of information propagation, information propagation modeling, and inference problems in information propagation.
Empirical analysis of information propagation.
Empirical studies aim to find statistically significant patterns or remarkable phenomena in information propagation. Romero et al. investigated the differences in information propagation across topics and pointed out that information propagation is a complex contagion, distinguishing from simple contagion such as epidemic spreading [15] . Cascading patterns in blogosphere, as another important scenario for information propagation on social networks, were also empirically studied [9, 14] . Some researchers studied the structural characteristics of social networks underlying information propagation [20] . Crane et al. analyzed the response patterns in dynamics of information propagation [3] and Leskovec et al. investigated the dynamics of viral marketing [12] , reflecting the word-of-mouth effect in information propagation on social networks.
Information propagation modeling.
Information propagation mainly falls into two paradigms, cascade models and threshold models. Cascade models assume that information propagation is memoryless and thus one exposure to information source is independent of other exposures. Threshold models state that cumulative effect exists in information propagation, characterized by a threshold assigned to each individual. Kempe et al. also investigated the maximization problem on these two kinds of information propagation models [11] . In addition, Tang et al. investigated the topic-based social influence by finding a topic distribution for each user.
2.3
Inference problems in information propagation. Inference problems in information propagation include network inference and propagation probability inference. Network inference aims to infer the underlying networks of information propagation based on the time sequence in cascade [6, 5, 13] . Propagation probability inference, as studied in this paper, aims to infer the probability that one piece of information is propagated from one individual to the other, leveraging the underlying social network, information cascades, and demographic characteristics of individuals [16, 7, 1, 4] .
Problem Formalization
In this section, we describe the target problem and propose our model. Basically, we focus on inferring the influence and susceptibility of individuals based on the information cascades of the messages in a given time period. With the influence and susceptibility of each individuals, we estimate the propagation probability and predict the cascade size of new messages. Given a message m, we denote its cascade as C m = {(u, v, t v )}, where each tuple (u, v, t v ) means that the individual v forwards this message at time t v after seeing it from individual u. When v is the source of message, u is null. Note that the occurrence of (u, v, t v ) does not imply that there is a direct social link from u to v. For example, users of Twitter can retweet all tweets, no matter whether they receive these tweets from their friends or find them from other channels. Indeed, for information propagation on social networks, the majority of (u, v, t v ) occurs among individuals with direct social links.
According to all the cascades of messages in a time period, we build a diffusion network D = (V, E), where the node set V consists of all the individuals occurring in these cascades and a link u, v from u to v in E represents that there is at least one tuple (u, v, t v ) observed in these cascades. Diffusion network is essentially different from social network although they have many common links. Social network depicts the real social links among individuals while diffusion network characterize the the flow of information among these individuals. More importantly, for some scenarios, social networks among individuals are not available while we can always obtain the diffusion network from the cascades of messages. In this paper, we work on the diffusion network, no matter whether social network is available or absent. Hence, the proposed model is generally applicable to the scenarios with or without explicit social networks.
Diffusion network provides an exceptional way to capture "who is the potential influencers of one individual". For convenience, we define the set of potential influencers for an individual v as his neighborhood N (v) = {u| u, v ∈ E}. We model each individual u with two nonnegative k-dimensional vectors: influence vector I u and susceptibility vector S u , characterizing the influence and susceptibility of this individual over k latent topics 1 . Influence reflects the intrinsic capability of individuals over others and susceptibility depicts the strength that one individual is inclined to be influenced by others. When an individual v receives a message m at time t, the propagation probability p m v (t) he propagates this message depends on its susceptibility and the influence of individuals in his neighborhood who have forwarded this message. Denoting with a m u (t) whether individual u has forwarded the message m before time t, we formally define the propagation probability
where λ is a global parameter, reflecting how active the whole population of individuals are. Accordingly,
is the probability that v does not propagate the message m after he receives it at time t. This is a well-defined Bernoulli probability distribution since the influence vector I and susceptibility vector S are nonnegative, guaranteeing that p 
For empirical studies on multi-topical influence, refer to [19] where U m consists of all the individuals involving the propagation of message m, and C m contains all the individuals who refuse to propagate message m, i.e., they do not propagate message m and have at least one neighbor in U m . Accordingly, the likelihood of observing the cascades of all messages is
where N is the number of messages with observed cascades. Maximizing Eq. (3.3), we can obtain the maximum likelihood estimation to the influence I and susceptibility S of all individuals. However, maximum likelihood estimation suffers overfitting problem since the number of parameters is as large as 2kn, where n is the number of individuals. To overcome this problem, we introduce priors for the influence I and susceptibility S. Here we adopt Gaussian priors
where I is the identity matrix with size k × k.
Taken together, we have the joint probability distribution as We suppose that users prefer to retweet ones who influence most in receiving messages. In terms of definition of latent influence and susceptibility matrices, we generalize retweet choice process with Plackett-Luce model [8] (3.7)
where O m v represents user v's retweet choice when receiving message v and u * is the ground truth of retweet whom. The Gaussian priors is identical with Eq. (3.4) and (3.5). Hence, we formalize probability distribution of retweet whom In this section, we employ Projected Gradient (PG) method [10] to conduct parameter estimation and inference. Firstly, we integrate two maximization objects as follows
where α is coefficient parameter and G(.) denotes global joint probability distribution. The log of G (C, I, S) is given by (4.9) log G (C, I, S) = α log P (C, I, S)
Maximizing the objective function of G (C, I, S) over latent influence and susceptibility feature matrices with hyperparameters equals to minimize the following objective function. We can find the local minimal of objective function given in equation (4.10) through PG method,
where
The symbol AS(v) represents the distinct assemble modes of influencer to user v. For example, user v has potential influencer p 1 , p 2 and possible assemble modes are {}, {p 1 }, {p 2 } and {p 1 , p 2 }. And the symbol v x denotes the user v receive message sending from influential neighbors grouped as x ∈ AS(v). The symbols n(.) and m(.) count the number of successful cases given fixed conditions;ñ(.) count the number of failed cases given fixed conditions. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the proposed influencesusceptibility model on both synthetic and real data to demonstrate its effectiveness at learning the influence and susceptibility of individuals, inferring propagation probability, and some prediction tasks.
5.1 Dataset.
5.1.1 Synthetic data. We generate synthetic cascade of information on a directed scale free network with 1, 000 nodes and 4, 985 edges, which is constructed using preferential attachment model [2] with constant edge expanding speed m=5. When generating information cascades, we set the parameters λ = 0.01 and k = 20. The Algorithm 1 paremeter estimation Input: observed information cascades in time span T Parameters: learning rate β, number of hidden feature dimensions k, coefficient parameter α, distribution parameter λ, maximum epoch MP initialize I and S inferring diffusion network from information cascades repeat for i = 1 to n do Calculate gradient ∂L/∂S v and ∂L/∂I u end for Update I and S matrices with PG method until maximum epoch MP values of influence I and susceptibility S are sampled randomly from [0, 0.5] and [0, 1.5] respectively. With I and S, the propagation probability is computed according to Eq. (3.1). We randomly select 100 nodes as sources of information propagation and generate the cascade of information using a coin-flip strategy in terms of propagation probability. In total, we generate 20, 000 information cascades to train our model. For test, we generate shuffle the synthetic network with degree, susceptibility and influence fixed.
Real data. The practical data is provided by WISE 2012 Challenge
2 , which is crawled from Sina Weibo, the largest social media in China, via API supported. The real data contains available log of information cascade in 2 more years ranged from 9/17/2009 to 2/17/2012. We prune away records followed two principles: I. less than 50 times forwarding records between two nodes; II. more than 50 times forwarding records in one message propagation between two nodes. The principles promise regular forwarding behaviors and remove abnormal nodes in information cascade. Based on preprocessed data, we extract three datasets with equal time span for training and test in turn. Each dataset promises exactly identical nodes for ease of test. Table 2 describes the detail information of three datasets.
Evaluation measures.
The major objective of influence model is to learn latent influence and susceptibility feature matrices in order that inferred propagation probability q AS(v),v can approximate to corresponding real probability p AS(v),v . However, we can hardly get ground truth of propagation probability, thereby count-2 http://www.wise2012.cs.ucy.ac.cy/challenge.html ing forwarding number per post instead,
We employ the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence measure local distance between predicted propagation probability and ground truth
The global distance is given by Mean of local Kullback-Leibler (MKL) divergence on overall pairs of individuals
In retweet whom prediction, we employ Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) to evaluate as a ranking problem
where M includes all multiple exposure cases in observed message propagation, and rank (r) u * is the predicted rank where practical retweeted node u * located in propagated message m. To uniform performance trend on all measures, we reverse MRR measure (5.14)
R-MRR = 1 − MRR.
Parameter settings.
In this section, we conduct a serial of experiments to investigate performance of our proposed model in different parameter settings.
Tradeoff parameters.
The tradeoff parameters α, λ regulate weight of objective functions and limit inference ability of propagation probability respectively. We use one of extracted datasets from real data for training in turn as round 1, 2 and 3, and then adjust parameter α ranging from 0 to 1 with interval 0.1 and λ with 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.015 and 0.02 on each round respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , the performance of parameter α on MKL and R-MRR have opponent variation trendency as weight of objective functions changing. The larger value of parameter β performs better on both MKL and R-MRR, yet it is constrained by data. In round 2 on training set #2, we failed to learn influence model from the dataset when β = 0.02. To balance the performance on values of MKL and R-MRR, we choose α = 0.9, 0.8, 0.8 and λ = 0.02, 0, 015, 0.02 on training set #1, #2 and #3 respectively.
Dimensionality of hidden space.
The dimensionality of latent feature space U and C directly relate to descriptive ability of influence model. However, the increasing dimension is mainly contributed to heavy computational complexity. Therefore, we conduct experiments on dimensionality of hidden space in order to balance the performance and computation cost. When k > 50, the computation cost is hardly supported in our experiments. Thus, we limit dimension k in 10, 20, 30 and 40. As Fig. 2 shown, we choose k = 30, 20, 20 on training set #1, #2 and #3 in our following experiments.
Number of iteration.
Despite of some possible stopping conditions mentioned in [10] , we set maximum iteration number as stopping condition for PG method. Therefore, we need to limit iteration number to avoid extra computation cost. We conduct experiments on three training sets and record loss value in every iteration. As the convergence curve represented in Fig. 3 , the loss values are near to local optimal when iteration nubmer is over 250 in all three training sets. In terms of efficiency and prediction performance, we employ maximum iteration number equal to 250 over all training sets. In this section, we validate our proposed model on both synthetic and real data with comparative methods by evaluation methods. Firstly, we introduce comparative methods. Then, we validate robustness and effectiveness of our proposed model on synthetic data which is generated as Section 5.1 illustrated. Finally, we choose one of three practical datasets for training and others for test in turn and validate the performance of influence model.
Comparative methods.
Existed inference methods of propagation probability are dominatively calculated through structure of social network and record of information cascade. Therefore, we choose following propagation probability estimation methods on IC model to compare. As to the representation of propagation probability on n 2 pairs of individuals, we apply matrix factorization (MF) method [18] to infer.
UN
Uniform propagation probability p = 0.1, p = 0.01 and p = 0.001 are assigned on all possible contagion paths.
EM+MF Propagation probabilities are estimated by EM-based method [17] , and then factorize the probability matrix into two low-rank matrices with MF method to estimate others.
BD+MF The propagation probability is subjected to Bernoulli distribution, which equals to the ratio of number of successful activation over number of total trials between pair of individuals. And then applied MF method infers implicit propagation probability among node pairs.
JI+MF The propagation probability is a form of Jaccard Index, which is given by number of successful activation divided by number of total active status between node pair. Then, the propagation probability matrix is factorized by MF method to infer implicit propagation probability on arbitrary pair of individuals.
5.4.2 performance on synthetic data. We conduct experiments on synthetic data to validate robustness and effectiveness on our proposed model. The synthetic data is generate as Section §5.1 does. In evaluation of MKL method, here we replace estimated ground truth in Eq. (5.11) with accurate propagation probability calculated by Eq. (3.1). And the ground truth in retweet whom corresponding to individual is the most influential neigbor defined on given influence and susceptibility matrices when the user is multiple exposed in identical messages. Then, we validate robustness through matrix difference between two influence models by random initialization on same synthetic data. The matrix difference is calculated by minimal absolute summation of element difference between two matrices with limited number of permutation. We use random generated models with the same rule of synthetic data generation to compare. As Table 3 shown, matrix difference is quite small between two influence models than these models generated randomly. Further, we conduct experiments to validate performance on toy data. Our experiment results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 . Obviously, our proposed method has great performance whenever estimating exact propagation probability and predicting retweet whom on both original network and shuffled network from training data, which indicates that IM can better approximate original data generation model. Consequently, our proposed model is a promising model if influence and susceptibility characteristics are mainly contributed to practical information cascade in our proposed ways.
5.4.3 performance on real data. We conduct experiments on real data to validate IM performance on practical applications. The implicit contagion paths over a period are inferred as Section 5.1 does. So far as limitation of unknown true models on real data, we define estimated propagation probability in Eq. (5.11) as ground truth on each observed edge. In practice, it is impossible that any two inferred contagion networks are completely identical. And we regard these distinct edges appeared in test contagion network relative to training contagion network as hidden edges.
We firstly validate performance of estimating propagation probabilities in consideration of MKL measure. Our objective in estimating propagation probability is to achieve better performance on both observed and hidden edges in contagion networks. Therefore, the compositive performance is evaluated by square root of quadratic sum of MKL values on observed and hidden edges, which is depicted as contour in Fig. 4 Fig. 4 shown, our proposed model achieves best results in terms of compositive performance on all rounds. Note that method UN is excluded as the bad performance which is far away other points. Especially, IM has great improvement on predicting hidden edges on contagion networks.
Then, we evaluate IM model with R-MRR values. According to results shown in Table 6 , IM has better performance on test set #1 in round 1 and round 2 respectively and best performance on both test sets in round 3. It may be the major reason caused the results described in test set #2 in round 1 and round 2 that two of extracted subsets have no enough retweet whom information to predict retweet whom in rest one. However, IM is still a promising model when predicting propagation probability on both observed and hidden edges in contagion networks and solving retweet whom problems if enough retweet whom information supported by training set.
5.5 Empirical studies. Aral and Walker [1] proved that the one who simultaneously has high influential and susceptible attributes is rarely existed in social contagions. We conduct experiments on optimized influence and susceptibility matrices from influence model to validate the phenomenon. The empirical results are represented in Fig. 5 . In heat temperature figure, the hot spots are mainly concentrated in lower left places, which implies majority of users have lower influential and susceptible abilities and some of users have high influential and low susceptible abilities. However, the lowest temerature appears in top right places, which means that scarce of users have both influential and susceptible characteristics in three datasets. The conclusion is exactly same with the results by Aral and Walker [1] .
6 Conclusions.
In this paper, we proposed a probabilistic model for the information propagation on social networks, characterizing explicitly the influence and susceptibility of individual with two low-rank vectors respectively. The proposed model distinguishes itself from previous models at its capability of modeling both the interpersonal influence among any pair of individuals and the cumulative effect in information propagation. We also designed effective algorithms to train the model based on the log of information cascades, without the knowledge of social network structure, reflecting the wide applicability of this model to the scenarios with or without explicit social networks. We evaluated the effectiveness of our model on the dataset from Sina Weibo, the largest social media in China. Experimental results demonstrate that our model consistently outperforms existing methods at inferring propagation probability. Moreover, the learned influence and susceptibility of individuals provide us intuitive understanding of interpersonal influence and could be used to analyze the potential confounding factors of social influence, as our future work.
